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Officers of Local 249

Local 249 members celebrated Cinco De Mayo at the union hall May 5. The event,
open to all UAW members and their families, was sponsored by the Civil and Human
Rights Committee. Photo by Don Lehman.

President Jason Starr
1st Vice President Tony Renfro
2nd Vice President Tom Carr
Recording Secretary Shirley Mata
Financial Secretary Dana Davidson
Treasurer Chrissy Kline
Trustees Ed Scaggs, Connie Thomas, Sade Ott
Sergeant at Arms Leon Allen
Guide Jeremy Fue
Bargaining Chair Jim Fisher
Bargaining Committee Steve Chorbak, Dean Freed and Don Picard
Skilled Trades Bargaining Committee Member Ron Pangborn
Parts Depot Bargaining Chair Dave Rogers
Nurse’s Bargaining Chair Cathy Koogler
Team Solutions Bargaining Chair David Norris
Retiree Representative Larry Rupp
The Regular Membership Meeting of United Automobile Workers Amalgamated Local
Union 249 is held on the third Sunday of each month at 2:00 p.m. in the local union hall,
8040 NE 69 Highway, Pleasant Valley, Mo. The Executive Board Meeting is held at 1:00
p.m. prior to the Regular Membership Meeting.

UAW-Ford Joint Programs

0n May 19th the UAW annual Kendall Bailey Memorial Crappie Tournament was
won by Andrea Rowan, left to right, and Rick Kintz with a 7 fish limit weighing 6.41
lbs. Big crappie of the day went to Steve Hibbs with a whopper at 1.64 lbs. 2nd place
went to Harold Tausch and Erie Tausch with 7 fish for 5.22 lbs.

Apprentice Training
Cortez Bradley 816-459-2060
Benefits
Steve Hibbs, Derron Joyner and Jason Hartman 816-454-6333
Employee Involvement
Chad Troncin 816-459-1372
Darroyce Thornton 816-459-1490
Employee Support Services
Kenny Alexander 816-459-1226
Health and Safety
Ed Samborski 816-459-1210 • Terry Tharp 816-459-1407
Ulysses Bales 816-459-1605 • Joe Camper 816-459-5559
Dave Sambol 816-459-1223
Quality
John Lowe and Jeff Wright 816-459-1232
Dealer Rep. Danny Mata
Job Sourcing and Production Standards
Jim Ryan and Todd Wyse 816-459-1466

Helpful Numbers

Quality Hotline 1-866-723-3937
Employee Health Services 816-459-1226
National Employee Service Center 1-800-248-4444
Blue Care 816-395-2700
Blue Cross PPO 1-800-482-5146
Preferred Care Blue PPO 816-395-3193
Child Care Referrals 866-327-7952
UNICARE Life Insurance 1-800-843-8184
UNICARE Medical/Disability Leave Claims 1-877-475-9652
Delta Dental (Active) 844-223-8520
Delta Dental (Retired) 800-524-0149
United Concordia Dental Plan 1-800-937-6432
Ford A,X,& Z Plan 1-800-348-7709
www.fordvehicleprograms.com
UAW-Ford Legal Services 800-482-7700
UAW-Ford TESPHE 1-800-248-4444

Members of Local 249’s Motorcycle Committee participated in a benefit ride sponsored
by Outlaw Harley-Davidson May 4. Funds raised helped a six-year-old girl who has
been diagnosed with cancer.
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Visit Local 249 on the web at www.local249.org
Like Local 249 on Facebook www.facebook.com/local249
Follow us on Twitter @UAWLocal249

Labor News From the World Wide Web

The Picket Line
Let VW workers vote

L

et Chattanooga workers vote. After insisting for the last four years that
they would only agree to a vote of all production and maintenance workers, Volkswagen has now blocked just such a vote. VW’s manipulation of the
NLRB process to halt a vote of its workers is a travesty.
Free, democratic elections are a cornerstone of American life, whether it’s
the PTA or President of the United States. After all these years, why in the world
is it okay to deny Chattanooga workers their vote of yes or no?
Volkswagen’s actions in this matter are the definition of duplicity. In the
wake of the recent dieselgate scandal, it is shocking that Volkswagen continues
to employ such a strategy.
Chattanooga workers have a simple message to the politicians and political appointees in Washington D.C. and the Volkswagen corporate brass – Let us
vote!

Republicans make good on promises

I

t has never been more difficult to keep up with national politics. Between ongoing investigations, tweets, tensions with foreign powers, and disputes over
immigration, taxes and health care policy, it is easy to lose sight of what matters
in our daily lives: decisions that impact our quality of life and paychecks.
The Republican-controlled Con- serve on the National Labor Relations
gress and White House appointees are Board (NLRB), William Emanuel and
curtailing workers’ rights by gutting Marvin Kaplan, have long track records
rules and regulations they claim are of opposing workers and siding with
unnecessary and bad for business. corporations.
These measures are laying siege to
Once in place, they immediately
working people’s ability to organize took actions that blatantly favored
and bargain for fair wages and safe unscrupulous employers over workers.
working conditions.
Their decisions make organizing even
Last year, the Republican Congress more difficult, fair elections more tenupassed a law that ends the requirement ous, and the boss’s interference and
holding employers financially respon- threats without accountability easier.
sible for maintaining accurate records
To make matters worse, the NLRB
of work-related injury and illness data is giving more power to board memfor a reasonable amount of time. This bers in Washington and less to career
terrible law takes us backward by civil servants all over the country — an
making it harder to detect health risks ominous sign for workers seeking to
from breathing in toxins and repetitive organize and collectively bargain. The
injuries. If not repealed, it will certainly Republican-controlled Congress suplead to more injuries and even deaths ports these rollbacks, so it is an uphill
on the job.
battle to stop them at this point.
The administration is gutting a
In our system of government,
rule allowing white-collar workers to nearly all controversial decisions ultibe paid more for overtime by limiting mately see their way to federal courts
eligibility for overtime to workers who where judges either stop them or let
earn $913 per week ($47,476 annually) them go forward.
or less. The existing overtime rule benPresident Trump is on pace to
efitted millions, including thousands eclipse modern presidents with the
of UAW members who work in our highest number of judges confirmed
colleges and universities.
in his first term. President Trump has
The administration is also mov- confirmed a record 23 judges in his
ing forward to roll back rules allowing first year as president. By comparison,
workers to keep their tips. According to President Obama confirmed three
the Economic Policy Institute, employ- and George W. Bush confirmed six
ers could legally pocket $5.8 billion in after their first year in office. Nearly all
tips each year. The impact could be of these judges have extensive antiwidespread as workers who regularly worker records and they will have the
receive tips include thousands of UAW opportunity to affect the lives of the
members working in casinos as restau- millions of American workers for many
rant workers and as delivery people.
years to come as federal judges have
President Trump’s selections to lifetime appointments.

UAW demands product for Lordstown

I

n response to General Motors’ announcement today, the UAW’s position
is unequivocal: General Motors should assign a product to the Lordstown
facility and continue operating it.
A federal lawsuit filed by the UAW over the closing of the Lordstown, Baltimore and Warren facilities is still pending, and the UAW will continue its effort
to protect the contractual rights of its members at these locations.
The parties regularly discuss product placement issues during National Negotiations which will begin in July of this year. We will monitor this situation as it
develops to determine what course of action will most benefit UAW-represented
workers at General Motors.

Flint Lear workers join UAW

N

early 600 employees of the new Lear manufacturing facility in Flint agreed
join the UAW on May 2.
“We are thrilled to bring Lear’s exceptional workers into the UAW family, and
are excited about the prospect of new jobs available in Flint,” said Gary Jones,
president of the UAW. “The UAW represents over 400,000 members and has welcomed over 10,000 new members since August. We welcome these workers and
the opportunity to be a part of Flint’s rebirth. We look forward to getting down
to business, bargaining great contracts, and helping our new members make a
positive impact on the community.”
The Lear UAW employees will be the represented by Local 659 in Flint. A
card check certification presentation — a method for employees to organize
into a labor union in which a majority of employees in a bargaining unit sign
authorization forms — was held on Thursday, May 2 by Genesee County Sheriff
Bob Pickell.

So We Know NAFTA was Bad. How Bad?

F

or UAW members, it’s something they just know. NAFTA bled UAW jobs.
But as the “New NAFTA” (called the USMCA) makes its way to the Senate
for debate, how bad was the old NAFTA? Well… pretty bad.
Since NAFTA passed in 1994, the Mexican auto workforce grew seven-fold
from 112,000 to 767,000—all but seven percent in parts. In 1994, the U.S. accounted for 82.5 percent of the workforce and by 2016, that number had dwindled
to 51.3 percent.
In 1993, Mexico produced just over 1 million vehicles. Today, Mexico produces
more than 4 million vehicles. Why? Mexican wages for auto assembly today are
at $6.63 and for auto parts, Mexican wages are $3.98 an hour.
“Renegotiating NAFTA is important,” said Jones. “But making sure there are
enforcement provisions in the ‘New NAFTA’ is more important.”
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Pat Hayes, left to right, Chrissy Kline, Gwen Starkey and Don Lehman accepted a number of first place awards for Local 249’s monthly news magazine, First Local News, at
the annual Local Union Communications Conference at the Walter and May Reuther Family Education Center at Black Lake, Mich. May 12.

Local 249 recognized at UAW LUCA conference

F

By Pat Hayes

irst Local News, the monthly news magazine published by Local 249,
was recognized at the annual UAW Local Union Communications Conference held at the Walter and May Reuther Family Education Center
in Black Lake, Mich. May 12-17.
At the conference, awards were can actually see and understand what
presented to UAW local union com- is going on. Stellar effort here.”
Gwen Starkey won First Place for
municators across the U.S. who entered
an
article
she wrote about sexual hathe Excellence in Communications
rassment
in
the workplace titled, “Blue
Contest. The contest is open to comCollar
Women:
What About Us?”
municators representing UAW regions
“This
article
meets several goals
and locals. Entries are judged in best
of
excellence
with
a well-written
print, photography, video and social
argument,
concise
and
on a topic of
media categories.
national
conversation,
the #MeToo
First Local News won First Place in
movement,
that
focuses
on
the movethe print category for General Excelment’s
relevance
to
women
in auto
lence for a publication designed by
plants
and
the
special
challenges
they
the local. “First Local News’ recipe for
face,”
wrote
the
judges.
“Timely,
well
successfully educating and engaging
done
while
sharing
personal
experiits membership is a good blueprint
for other locals that are starting their ence and compelling food for thought
own publications or want to improve for both genders.”
For the second time, Don Lehman
what they have,” wrote the judges.
“Take a large heaping of well-written won the coveted Fred Taylor award for
local news and features, some add a excellence in photography for a photo
dash of general labor news from the of UAW members picketing Challenge
International and other sources, and Manufacturing that was published on
mix in some really nice photography. the front page of First Local News.
“Its an extraordinary thing to
And it’s photography used well as you
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make a union strike or rally photo
stand out and allow the viewer to
draw from it so many interpretations
of what people are thinking and doing in the photo,” wrote the judges of
Lehman’s winning photo. “Don Lehman does such a thing with the photo
he captured here. When I look at this
photo I see beyond the strike and find
the focus and determination of the
workers presented. There’s solidarity, teamwork, cadence, as they look
inward and outward at their present
and future as they walk the picket line.
There is deep thought, there is looking
out to others for support and validation, there’s the support of family,
there’s pride, there’s strength in team.
This photo captures it all.”
Pat Hayes won a first-place award
for his story titled, “First Ford Sit-Down
Strike 80th Anniversary.”
“This article about the 80th anniversary of the historic first Ford
sit-down strike by UAW Local 249 in
Kansas City,” wrote the judges, “tells a
compelling, detailed, human account
of that historic day, including quotes
from workers there that day. Good
job reporting the event through the

eyes of the workers through vivid
storytelling. 1937 was a key year for
sit-downs so it’s good to see a participating plant’s story honored 80
years later.”
Local 249’s efforts to communicate effectively with members have
been consistently recognized by LUCA
Contest judges for many years. In addition to First Local News, members
have access to a recently updated
website, an active Facebook page,
the Local 249 App, in plant bulletins
and a 700-strong Member to Member
committee.
Coming out of the LUCA Conference Local 249 is laying plans to
further coordinate its efforts through
a monthly meeting that brings all
union activists involved in member
communications together. In addition, the union is working to step up
its video capabilities and to launch a
texting system in advance of contract
negotiations this year.
Local 249 is determined to meet
the communications needs of its active and retired members by reaching
out through each of the platforms
preferred by all of our members.

Key issues in Bargaining
Excerpts from the resolutions approved by delegates to the
UAW Special Bargaining Convention in Detroit

O

ur goal is to protect the rights and dignity of workers and provide
safe workplaces, fair pay, better job opportunities and a voice in
shaping our work environment. We will be tackling these issues in
an uncertain political and economic environment. The economy has been
expanding for years, the unemployment rate has remained low and wages
for many workers have started to rise. These are all positives for workers
and bargaining. However, most of the gains from this expanding economy
have gone to the top one percent rather than to workers and, as we look
ahead to the next four years, there are cautionary economic signals on the
horizon. Interest rates are higher which slows down demand. President
Trump’s trade wars, though billed as protecting workers, are also having
negative impacts on the domestic economy. Lastly, the legislative, regulatory and judicial climate will remain challenging for workers, unions and
collectively bargained contracts.
Though each set of contract nego- come commonplace in the U.S.; less
tiations has its own unique issues, all so in UAW workplaces thanks to our
members will need to address the follow- contracts. However, we can do more
ing key issues in bargaining to achieve to limit the use of temporary workers,
our goals for our members today and, especially where they are used instead
just as importantly, in the future:
of permanent employees. Contract lanReducing wage disparities within
guage can be used to spell out when,
classifications
for what, and for how long temporary
In the last four years, UAW mem- workers may be used. We can also rebers have bargained to eliminate tiered quire that our employers directly hire
wages. We will continue to work to temporary workers and include them
eliminate tiers where they exist. We will in our contracts.
also work to reduce the time it takes for
Eliminating the agency middlenew workers to progress to top wage man makes the employer accountable
rates. With our building block approach which is good for the workers and it
to bargaining, each set of negotiations frees up money that should be paid to
provides an opportunity to improve the worker, not the agency.
the economics of our agreements.
Where we have temporary workWe can take one or more years off the ers, we need to bargain to include
progression, raise the starting rate to them in our contracts. Through the
a higher percentage of the top rate, contract we can make sure their pay is
or increase the amount by which pay comparable to other new hires. They
increases with each step of the pro- should also have health care, union
gression. All of these changes deliver representation and a clearly defined
economic gains for current and future path to permanent employment.
members and help to close the gap Insource new and outsourced work
between workers.
The sourcing of work is a constant
Reduce the use of temporary workers
battle in nearly all of our worksites. A
and improve working conditions
key to job security is being busy and
Temporary employment has be- insourcing the work we used to do is

the best place to start. Additionally,
we need to tie productivity improvements to bringing in new work from
non-bargaining unit employees, outside vendors or suppliers. Insourcing
helps protect and grow jobs, but it
also grows UAW membership and
helps the union build power. Keeping
jobs within a UAW contract also helps
maintain standards in wages, benefits
and working conditions.

New investment

Keeping fresh products and the
best technology in our worksites is
key for job security. Prioritizing and
bargaining for new investment is how
we can invest in our members. New
investment gives us the best chance
of bargaining good contracts and protecting jobs now and in the future.

Training

We need to push for more training, provided more frequently. New
technology will impact all members
eventually. The key to making that
technology work for us is to make sure
we know how to use it and receive
ongoing training that allows us to
troubleshoot problems. Technology is
great, but it can’t work to its full potential unless we are also working to our
full potential.

Protect health care and retirement
security

We will continue to insist that
quality, comprehensive, affordable
health care is a minimum standard. We
must also prioritize larger employer
contributions to retirement savings
plans, whether defined benefit or defined contribution plans.

Protect workplace health and safety

There is nothing more important
than returning home safely at the end

of the work day. With health and safety
regulations under attack at the state
and federal level, our contract protections are even more important. We
must defend language and practices
that are working and improve areas
that are weak.
We must also find ways to support
members who are struggling with one
of today’s biggest problems: opioid
addiction. Whether the member is
battling addiction directly, or with family members, we must acknowledge
that this is a pervasive and damaging
problem, and we need to address it in
our contracts.

Fair and inclusive workplaces

We are dedicated to workplaces
free from discrimination and where
opportunities for advancement and
training are available to all members.
We also want to make sure our workplaces embrace diversity and inclusion
so that all members enjoy dignity and
respect from their union brothers and
sisters, as well as from management.

Organizing

Our ability to negotiate good
contracts for our members is directly
related to the union density at our employers. Bargaining to organize is a way
to grow the power of our local unions
by increasing union membership at
our employers. The risks of whipsawing
and flipping work drop when the other
worksites are also UAW. Bargaining to
organize means making it a priority to
win contract language such as allowing card check recognition, agreeing
to neutrality in organizing drives and
allowing the UAW access to non-union
worksites. It is an investment in the
long-term strength of the union and
our locals.
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Finding your passion
By Terri Hall

T

o follow your passion requires dedication, hard work, focus, and the
willingness to make sacrifices. Sometimes it is not until after you put
forth dedication, hard work, focus and the willingness to make sacrifices that you discover what your passion truly is.
In 2007, I was hired at Kansas City decided to give it a try. Month after
Assembly Plant as a temporary full time month, for almost four months, I conemployee. It was truly nothing like tinued to express that this wasn’t the
what I had expected, it was a complete place for me. At least, that was what
culture shock. I had never done work I had thought. However, It didn’t feel
like this before and every muscle, bone, right to make that decision without
and joint in my body hurt like hell. truly giving it a fair chance so I decided
However, giving up was not an option to join the committee fully and give it
for me. I had to learn to be confident in my all before making up my mind.
myself and to find the determination to
I found my involvement getting
push through these tough times and all bigger and bigger. I was volunteering
the difficulties that I faced daily before with other standing committees and
I could truly find my place.
always doing what I could to the best
Once I found the confidence with- of my ability. The more I got involved
in myself I was determined to achieve the more I felt a burning desire to eduand conquer every obstacle that was cate myself and hopefully to one day
thrown at me. I won and beat the pass it on to other members trying to
odds. Late in 2008 I was laid off, which find their place. I was finding my way
is something I had been expecting. It along with the help of others and I was
was around that time that I knew that becoming strong within the union. I
if I ever became full time I wanted to was gaining knowledge and I began
be involved in the union. I wanted to to share it with others while working. I
make a difference but didn’t know how. became a voice for what was right on
The opportunity would prevent itself the shop floor and began to earn the
soon enough.
trust of other members. I taught others
Finally, in 2014 I was hired full- how to use the contract to fight back
time. A union sister at that time saw and protect themselves in the plant.
something in me that I didn’t yet see in
I found that educating other
myself. She was very persistent in her members on what the union is, what it
endeavors for two years to get me in- means and how to best use the union
volved despite my protests. She never to protect yourself, your job and the
gave up on me and truly believed in quality of our workmanship was imporme. It was through her prodding that I tant to me. It was at that moment that
agreed to try and help. I started small, I realized what my passion was. It was
helping with campaigns and hanging to inspire others and to drive people
flyers. I found myself getting more in- toward specific goals no matter how
volved in the union and learning what difficult they might be. I was generatit was about.
ing enthusiasm and plowing through
I was asked to join the Education obstacles and challenges that needed
Committee in mid-2017. I initially ex- to be overcome, one by one.
pressed disinterest, feeling as though
By showing other members that
it wasn’t the right fit, but eventually I was loyal, a team player, and a hard

A Night at the Mouse Races
Saturday June 15th, 2019
Dinner @ 5pm and Races @ 6pm
Claycomo Community Center
28 Drake St. Claycomo, MO 64119
Tickets $15 each or 2 for $25
Includes Dinner and a Non-Alcoholic Drink
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Terri Hall, co-chair of the UAW Local 249 Education Committee, shares her story on
how she found her passion within the union and used that to help others. Photo by
Don Lehman
worker I was able to connect with other
groups of people I previously didn’t
feel confident around and expand the
reach of the union education we all
desperately need. I was becoming successful at educating others and felt that
I was starting to make a difference.

The point is that we all have a passion for something or for what we do,
even if we haven’t realized what that is
or what it can become yet. Sometimes
you may be asked to try something you
think is not for you. Give it a try and you
may just surprise yourself. Sometimes
those closest to us can see a passion
sparking within us before we are able
to feel the flames ourselves. Believe
me when I say each and every one of
us can make a difference, no matter
how small it may seem. Who knows,
you may start out distributing a few
flyers and end up starting a community
outreach program or being a voice for
the voiceless.
No passion is too small when it
comes from the right place. Let us help
you find yours by getting in touch with
one of our standing committee members or President Jason Starr. We can
find a starting point for you, and then
you can take it from there.

Lordstown: It could happen to you

F

By Gwen Starkey

ive days. They gave her five days to make the decision of a lifetime.
Take a transfer or sever employment. “I found out on March 14 that I
had five days to sign paperwork and take a forced employment letter
to GM in Wentzville Missouri,” UAW Local 2250 member Bobbi Marsh said.
“My only other option was to voluntarily quit and lose all my benefits by
the end of the month.”
Marsh, a 3rd generation UAW Michigan, the Republican leadership
member whose grandfather and over time let it slip away because of
father both retired from Local 1714 their dislike of the unions.
was dumbfounded. “It was really a no
Fearing that KCAP would close
brainer,” Marsh said. “I have a kid in with no product, Nixon backed a bill
college, I have a mortgage, I need my called the Missouri Manufacturing
job, but that doesn’t make leaving any Jobs Act and the idea was to provide
easier.” As Marsh was pulling away with economic incentives to attract and
a 24’ trailer, three dogs and a cat, the maintain auto manufacturing in Mislast thing she sees is her mom in her souri and in order to qualify, the jobs
driveway tears streaming down her had to pay higher than the county averface. No more Sunday family dinners age where the plant was located along
at the parent’s house. No more seeing with providing and paying for health
her son who was only 40 minutes away insurance for full time employees.
at college. No more friends. Everything
With the help of current KC mayshe has known uprooted and on to oral candidate Jolie Justus, Gov. Nixon
Wentzville.
was able to get this bill approved and
“I arrived on a Friday and went to signed into law at UAW Local 249’s
work on a Monday,” Marsh said. “I came union hall.
in blind, had no place to live. After a 10
Gov. Nixon was instrumental in
hour drive, we unloaded my stuff into pushing Ford for new product placestorage and I went to a motel.”
ment in KCAP because of the ManuIt’s more difficult than you might facturing Jobs Act and his legislation
think moving across country. As many was not limited to just that, he was also
of her coworkers were finding out, responsible for vetoing right to work,
affordable housing in an area with an paycheck protection, and prevailing
influx of new people, rents were sky- wage, all legislation that is wrong for
rocketing. Marsh’s only other choice Missouri. Nixon was such a friend to
was to purchase and that meant two Local 249 that when he left office he
mortgages.
gave his farewell address at the union
Think this can’t happen to you? hall. For every job on an automobile
Well it almost did back in 2010 and or light-truck assembly line, ten addiluckily for Local 249 and KCAP we had a tional jobs are created or supported in
union and governor who cared enough the economy. That’s a big number. It reabout the auto industry in Missouri to ally shows that everyone not only in KC,
do something about it.
but the entire state of Missouri owes
When Ford announced that the their jobs to what we accomplished in
Escape was moving to Louisville, 2010. This is why it is so important to
there was no product in the pipeline elect labor friendly candidates.
to replace it and there were a couple
A big focus on our contract negoissues at hand regarding this. First, no tiation this year is product allocation.
product equals no jobs and everyone Investment commitments are priorworking on the Escape would have ity. One of the best ways to protect
either lost their jobs or had to transfer our jobs is to ensure that we provide
if this happened. Secondly, we were high-quality goods and services. But
pretty certain that if we didn’t have our worksites must also be where the
two products, Ford would have closed employer places new products. In orthis plant entirely and moved the truck der to maintain long-term job security,
somewhere else. Neighboring states it is imperative that our employers stay
were knocking at the door offering up to date with the rapidly changing
lucrative incentives for Ford to move.
global markets and source new prodWhen Gov. Jay Nixon was elected, ucts from UAW worksites.
he set up an automotive task force
Product allocation is something
for Missouri and went to Detroit to our members oftentimes don’t think
meet with the Big 3. While Missouri about because we’re so focused on
was once considered the number two wage increases, COLA and other things.
auto manufacturer in the country after It doesn’t really matter if you get a pay

Local 2250 member Bobbi Marsh, whose family spent 3 generations working at the
now closed GM Lordstown plant relates her experience taking a forced transfer to
Wentzville. Photo by Don Lehman.
raise if you don’t have a product to
sustain you. That’s something to think
about going into this contract. Before
our negotiators do anything else, they
are going to be making sure that we
have product in each of our plants.
What happened at Lordstown is
that they don’t have a product. The
UAW is currently in ligation regarding
that and the next possible step if there
is no resolution would be a strike at
GM. GM’s CEO Mary Berra threw down
the gauntlet closing the GM plants
basically saying, bring it on UAW. If now
is the time, you should prepare.
Don’t think this can happen to
you? Neither did Bobbi Marsh. “They
built a plant just like ours in Mexico.”
Marsh said. “At first, all they did was
supplement, now they have it all. The
closing of our plant is like a divorce
where half of the kids went with mom
to Spring Hill and the other half with
dad to Fort Wayne, and those of us that
have been forced to Wentzville feel like

the foster kids that nobody wanted. We
are just in limbo. It doesn’t matter that
you’re going to miss your kid’s birthday,
or you’re not going to have dinner with
your parents every Sunday. It doesn’t
matter, they don’t care. We are coming
there. It took me two weeks to stop
crying.”
Because we represent less and less
of the auto workers in this country and
current right to work laws prevent the
UAW from organizing in the South,
we’ve been in a status quo situation for
years. We have really taken a hit with
our newest members, members that
are going to lead us into the future,
think about that. Are we just buying
time? Until we can organize these
plants in the South we are just treading
water. We cannot make any contract
gains until we organize a bigger section of the auto industry. Lordstown
members are keenly aware of what’s
going on, are you? Don’t be fooled. It
can happen to you.
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Members of UAW Local 249’s standing committees march with Stand Up KC in support of low wage workers as they take to the streets of Kansas City to make their voices
heard on issues such as earning a livable wage, affordable healthcare, a safe working environment, and protection from racism and sexual harassment. Photo by Don
Lehman

UAW: A voice for low wage workers

S

By Chrissy Kline

he wakes up early for her shift. The baby is crying in the background
as she measures out formula through eyes still blurred with sleep.
She feels a sense of guilt, she wanted to breast feed her baby, but
that wasn’t possible.
She had no paid maternity leave has already begun and is taking place
and had to return to work after only a in more than 300 cities nationwide
couple short weeks, and her employ- as fast food, retail, home health care
ers didn’t allow breaks to pump her and child care workers are going on
breast milk to save for her baby. She strike in an attempt to be recognized
blinks back tears, the bottle is ready by their employers as they demand
and her morning routine begins anew. livable wages and the opportunity to
She is thankful for her husband and join a union.
his job, but sometimes she wonders
On May 23, at a rally held in Kansas
how all the other moms out there do City, low wage workers were joined by
it. What about the single moms or the nearly 80 members of UAW Local 249,
ones who have spouses who work for including members from many of the
companies like hers?
standing committees with their banThe bottle is soon empty, the baby ners. The focus of this rally was not just
changed and fast asleep. She sighs and on fighting for $15 an hour, which is
gets herself together, black slacks and considered a livable wage, but also for
her uniform shirt, pulling on that hat an opportunity to be in a union.
with the golden letter M on it. Another
“I think we have to support everylong day ahead of her she puts on her one who is fighting to join a union,”
best smile, hopeful that someday she says Local 249 member Paul Hernanwill have a voice on the job and other dez, who brought his son to the march
women won’t have to endure what she and rally with him.
has had to.
A union is a group of workers comOne way to accomplish this goal ing together in an organized fashion to
is for the low wage workers across the utilize their strength as a whole to acUnited States to come together and complish tasks that individuals cannot
form one loud voice and to fight for achieve on their own. Many times what
what they deserve. This movement unions fight for are issues that can
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easily be taken for granted: healthcare
and benefits, safety, equality and nondiscrimination and a living wage. It is
also the duty of those who are already
in a union to help be a voice for those
trying to form one. Being that voice
is something that the membership of
UAW Local 249 is very familiar with.
“It’s important for us to come together to support low-wage workers,”
says Keith Gines, a member of 249’s
V-CAP Committee, to create a solid
foundation and give them a sense of
security for their families and the future
like we have with our union.”
There are more than 20 million
people across the country struggling
to survive in these low wage jobs, all
while employers are raking in billions of
dollars in profit. These companies have
made an art form out of saddling taxpayers with the burden and expenses of
helping these workers survive through
public assistance programs with no
healthcare benefits, sick or vacation
leave. And workers are forced to work
in often hostile or discriminatory workplaces on top of suffering all the other
indignities they face daily.
How can we support these workers and the movement to unionize our
fast food and retail workers nationwide? One way is to support politicians
and legislation that favor a living wage,

and to push those already elected to be
supportive of our goals as well. Other
ways that you can support these individuals in your daily life is by refusing
to use self-checkouts, being mindful
of where you spend your money and
especially on how you treat the people
struggling to survive day to day at
these jobs.
“I think the best thing to do is
action, to be visible, to stand with
workers,” says Terrance Wise, a second
generation fast food worker and leader
in the Stand Up KC organization. “It’s
important that workers be given
the opportunity to form their own
unions, as only workers within their
own industry can truly understand the
complexity of their issues and how to
resolve them.”
As members of the UAW we need
to show strength and unity in supporting local residents as well as those
across the United States in their efforts
to form a union. With greater union
participation comes greater power and
a louder voice for all unions.
A rising tide lifts all boats, and
by helping pull others out of poverty
wages and unsafe working conditions
we are not fulfilling our duties as union
members, but simply doing what is
right by our brothers and sisters of the
human race.

UAW and Ford contract negotiations

A

By Jim Fisher

s everyone knows by now both our National and Local agreements
are set to expire on September 15th. All members have been advised
to be saving money in the event of a strike. So what comes next?
Let’s start with the National agreement first. The National agreement covers things such as pay raises, in-progression rates, health care, temporary
workers, plant investments, new product commitments, and much more.
This is negotiated by the UAW International and not the local unions.
There almost seems to be three In the 2011 agreement KCAP passed
different levels to the talks. Temporary the agreement because of layoff lanworkers, in- progression workers, and guage that stated our members would
legacy workers all have different con- not have to move while being laid off
cerns. Temporary workers obviously for the changeover from Escape to
want a path to full time work, in- pro- Transit, while other plants voted the
gression workers want to get to full agreement down. Either way when it’s
scale, and legacy workers want gains all said and done the final say will be
to the contract as well. All plants will from the membership as a whole on
be looking for product protection and the National Agreement.
job security. With all that being said
As for the Local Agreement, things
we expect this year’s negotiations to have been happening already. Your
be difficult to say the least.
Bargaining Committee has been meetOnce an agreement has been ing weekly going over and reviewing
reached the information will be passed contract proposals.
out to the membership and a ratificaI ask everyone to understand that
tion vote will be held.
their availability will be reduced as we
The final decision will be placed enter contract talks. The local negotiaon the membership as to whether or tions are how we run the day-to-day
not it is passed.
business here at KCAP. We feel that we
A question we get is why does it have the best workforce in the Ford
pass in some plants and fail in other system and want to make sure they are
facilities? Usually because of an eco- treated accordingly.
nomic package or product commitWhy are contract talks so imporment.
tant? Everything we enjoy as a benefit
For example in 2015, Local 249 is negotiated. Things like health care,
didn’t pass the agreement, however bonuses, pay rates, safety, and so
in Michigan Assembly it did pass, they much more are all part of our ability
had a new product commitment. Later to negotiate as a UAW organization.
to be known as the Ranger and Bronco. Without the union, most of these ben-

UAW Bargaining Chairman Jim Fisher explains the difference in negotiating the
National and Local agreements at a recent union meeting. Photo by Don Lehman.
berships solidarity over the next few
months. We will do our part in keeping everyone as informed as much as
possible as we get closer to either an
agreement or a deadline.
When the time comes we ask for
full participation from the membership
at both the Local and International ratification meetings. Everyone’s vote will
matter and Local 249 will support the
decision made by our members.

efits would not be provided. Make no
mistake the company would be more
than willing to take all of our benefits
away. The power of being able to negotiate allows us the opportunity to
address our concerns.
What can the membership do to
help over the next few months? For
the most part keep things business as
usually. The company will try to find
everything they can to test our mem-
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Their way or the highway

D

By Jason Starr

espite living in a state ruled by a Republican governor, state senate
and state house, working families dodged some bullets in the legislative session that ended May 30.
Last August, Missouri voters
In November, 62 percent of the
blocked a right-to-work law Republi- state’s voters approved Amendment 1,
cans passed to weaken labor unions. the Clean Missouri referendum.
It was the first time voters overturned
This law was designed to clean
a right-to-work law through a ballot up Missouri’s famously dirty politics.
referendum in recent history.
First, it would set up a fair system
The result of the vote wasn’t even for drawing up legislative districts in
close. Missouri voters rejected right to the state by assigning the task to an
work by a two to one margin, with 67.5 independent, non-partisan state depercent telling their legislators to take mographer.
the hated law and shove it.
This would insure that all the votNaturally, a number of Republican ers in the state would be fairly reprepoliticians in Jefferson City assumed sented in the legislature.
that voters were confused. Led by ReOf course, Republicans, whose
publican State Sen. Eric Burlison, they power over the state has been cepre-filed a bill to overrule the voters and mented by aggressive gerrymandering
impose right to work on the state.
of legislative districts across the state
“Democracy is not freedom,” assumed that, once again, the voters
opined Burlison when he filed the bill. were confused.
“Democracy is two wolves and a lamb
Rep. Dean Plocher, a St. Louvoting on what to eat for lunch.”
is Republican, proposed a bill to
Obviously, Bulison—no doubt keep the current redistricting process
inspired by the $2.2 million Joplin where separate House and Senate
roofing magnate David Humphreys committees—each dominated by
had already lavished on right-to-work Republicans—decide how to draw
Republicans—planned on having district lines.
working people for lunch.
It took a little longer for that proUltimately, the counsel of wiser posal to die. Although it was passed in
heads prevailed. Republicans would the House, it died in the Senate when
wait a session or two until things a vote in the Senate Fiscal Oversight
cooled down and they could quietly committee deadlocked 2-2.
begin to push right to work again.
Another component of the Clean
That’s how it went with a number Missouri amendment makes legislative
of other voter approved referendums. records and proceedings subject to the

Local 249 President Jason Starr answers questions at the May membership meeting
May 19. Photo by Don Lehman.
state’s open records law, known as the
Sunshine Law.
That roused a lot of opposition
from Republican legislators who have
gotten used to the dark money largess
showered on them by corporate PACs
intent on breaking unions. These sorts
of efforts do better in the dark. Sunshine tends to embarrass politicians
who still have to pretend they are there
to protect the voters in their districts
from the predators who fill their campaign coffers.
A similar effort in the legislature to

roll back a raise in the minimum wage
approved by the voters in November
also failed to pass.
Things could have been worse, but
working people need something better. We need to elect representatives
who work for us, not the dark money,
anti-worker forces who currently control the Missouri legislature. Until we
wake up, we’ll be fighting a losing battle and thanking our lucky stars when
we somehow dodge the latest bullet
from our legislators instead of taking
the steps forward that we need.

NEED HELP?
Are you worried about money?
Do you have problems on the
job? Is someone in your family ill? Has a loved one passed
away? Have you been physically
or mentally abused? Are there
drug or alcohol problems in
your family? Having thoughts of
suicide?
The UAW Chaplaincy Committee
is here is listen or to offer spiritual
advice. Call the Union Hall at 816454-6333 and the Local will put you in
touch with one of our caring Chaplaincy Committee members.
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UAW-Ford Fitness Center

Open Monday through Friday 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. (22 hrs.)
Saturday 10:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Sunday 2:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Located in the Education Bldg.
Call 459-1945 for more information.

Happy belated Mother’s Day to our Mothers

C

By Natalie Wood

hairman Mel Thompson reported on the quilt auction that ended on
May 15th. Jerry and Betty Sanson were the lucky winners having bid
$300.00 for the UAW quilt. The quilt was beautifully machine stitched
with a large UAW wheel logo in the middle. Thank you so much for everyone’s support. A second quilt that was up for auction will be donated to the
Region 5 Retirees Summer School in Norman Oklahoma to be held on June
9-14 in memory of Louise Sayer. Louise Sayer was on the CAP committee
from UAW Local 2250 and their Retiree Board for many years. She will be
missed. All proceeds benefit the retirees.
Chairman Thompson also said a Missouri Bill. He said to make sure you
final date and location for our 2019 fully understand what you are signing
Retirees Picnic will be set during the when these petitions come around.
June meeting.
In honor of Mother’s Day, all the
Please remember that we will be mothers in attendance were asked to
combining our June and July retirees come up front to take a group photo.
meeting next month and it will be held We wish each and every one of our
on June 19th. Please come and enjoy mothers a happy Mother’s Day.
solidarity and fellowship with your
Lori Marin, our Family Auxiliary
UAW Brothers and Sisters.
Vice-Chair, led us in songs of celebraDave Grant, the Veterans liaison, tion for the 11 birthdays for the months
spoke on a fire arms raffle fundraiser of April and May as well as for the six
for the UAW Local 249 Motorcycle couples celebrating their anniversaries.
and Veterans Committees called 30 April anniversaries include Bill and
guns in 30 days. The raffle is open to Roma Bauer who have been married
all UAW members and regular tickets for 54 years and Herbert and Anita
are $30 each and bonus tickets are $5 Pickens married for 15 years.
each, and are unlimited with each $30
Anniversaries in May included
purchase. They are only selling 1000 Jim and Shirley Owen who have been
tickets for the daily drawing. These can married for 68 years, Larry and Sue
be purchased at Local 249 union hall Summers married for 54 years, Tom
beginning June 3 until June 28. The and Sharon Brown married for 49 years
regular drawings are daily starting July and Noel and Yvonne Clark married for
29. The Bonus drawing is July 24.
47 years.
Larry Rupp spoke on the Clean
Congratulations to the newly

Get the official APP of United Auto
Workers Local 249!
Connect with us to get the latest updates, sign up for text alerts, learn about
Local 249 events, take action, and read
stories that are relevant to you.
Download from the Google Play Store
http://bit.ly/2qZwEq6 or Apple Store
http://apple.co/2qq5E0l

ATTENTION RETIREES
Retirees, please remember to stop by the union hall to
pay your annual death benefit premium.
Or mail a check for $18 per year to:
Financial Secretary
UAW Local 249
8040 NE 69 Highway
Pleasant Valley, MO 64068

All of our mothers were asked to stand and be celebrated at the May Retiree meeting.
We wish all our retiree mothers and their families a belated happy Mother’s Day. We
hope you enjoyed your day. Photo by Dave Grant.
retired. Our March retiree was George
E. Gibson and our April retirees were
Frank W. Groteluschen, Johnny P. Johnston and Donald R. Morris. Enjoy your
time away from the working life.
Sadly we had two reported deaths
for the month of March, having lost
Charles R. Aubuchon and James S
Cook and two deaths for the month
of April, Donald B. Dennis and Dallas
R. Eichmeier.
Keep these members and their

families in your prayers. Please remember to call your Local 249 to report
any deaths of any of our members.
Phone number 816-454-6333 or 816454-6334.
At the May 15th retiree’s meeting,
there were 66 members in attendance.
We held no bingo in May but will
resume for the month of June. Bring
a covered dish or dessert and a white
elephant gift and join in on the fun at
our next meeting on June 19th.

Important reminder for retirees!
Has your marital status changed?
Have you moved?
If you get married:
Contact the Ford-UAW 		
Retirement Board at 		
1-800-829-8833 within
18 months or you miss the
opportunity to add them.
Contact Retiree Health 		
Care Connect at 1-866-637-7555
to add your new spouse and/
or dependent children to your
healthcare coverage.
If you get divorced:
Call the NESC at 1-800-248-4444
to notify them of your divorce
and update your address and
contact info.
They will require appropriate
documentation in order to
remove your spouse from your
pension and recalculate your
pension amount.
Contact Retire Health Care
Connect at 1-866-637-7555 to
remove your spouse from your
healthcare coverage.

For marriage or divorce:
If you change your name, the
NESC can assist to ensure
that any benefits, pension
payments or applicable tax
forms that you receive are
issued to you with the correct
information.
Update your beneficiary on
file, if necessary.
For the Tax-Efficient
Savings Plan for Hourly
Employees (TESPHE), you
can check or update your
beneficiary information on
myfordbenefits.com.
For life insurance, you
can contact Unicare at
1-800-843-8184
For any questions please
contact your benefits
representatives at the union
hall 816-459-6333
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Jolie Justus, candidate for mayor of Kansas City in the June 18 election, was at Local 249 to speak to members at the May membership meeting. Justus helped keep the
Kansas City Assembly Plant in Missouri after Ford moved the Escape to Louisville. Photo by Don Lehman.

KC mayoral candidate Jolie Justus at Local 249

“M

By Pat Hayes

embers of the UAW know they can trust me because I worked
as a state senator to protect their right to organize, and to
keep auto sector jobs in Missouri after the Wall Street crash,”
Jolie Justus, candidate for mayor of Kansas City, told Local 249 members
at the May union meeting.
Then Gov. Jay Nixon introduced a
“As your next Mayor, I will continue
bill
to
provide incentives to Ford, and
to work for safer neighborhoods, fixing
other
auto manufacturers, to bring
crumbling streets and sidewalks, relia
new
product to Kansas City, but
able trash pick up, and allow retirees to
Republicans
in the state legislature
age in place,” said Justus. “ I am a proven
blocked
the
bill.
friend to working families.”
Without incentives in Missouri,
Justus was introduced at Local
other
states quickly stepped forward
249’s union meeting by President
to
offer
hundreds of millions in incenJason Starr. Starr recalled the time in
tives
to
Ford
to move the F-150 out of
2010 when the jobs and future of UAW
Kansas
City.
members at the Kansas City Assembly
That’s when Justus—then the
Plant were in doubt.
Democratic
leader in the state senFord Motor Co. moved production
ate—stepped
forward to work with
of the Escape to Louisville leaving KCAP
the
UAW
to
get
a special session of the
without a product on what was then
legislature
called
to pass the incentives
the Passenger System. That meant that
half the plant might lose their jobs or to keep Ford in Kansas City.
In the end, the UAW, Gov. Nixon
be forced to move to another Ford loand Justus put together a coalition of
cation leaving their families behind.
Local 249 members worried that labor and business to force the incenwithout two products to keep the plant tives bill through over the opposition
of many of the Republicans in the
open, we might lose the F-150, too.
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legislature.
With the incentive package in
hand, Ford invested $1.1 billion in
KCAP to retool the Passenger System
to build the Transit Commercial Van
and to build a stamping plant at the
facility.
As a result, thousands of new
members were hired to build the
Transit, the first new hiring in nearly
a decade.
In addition to the investment at
KCAP, a number of supplier plants were
also built in the Kansas City area.
The Center for Automotive Research estimates that for every auto
assembly job, 10 other jobs in transportation, parts and associated industries
are created. That means the 7,500 assembly jobs at KCAP are responsible for
an additional 75,000 in the area.
That is why, said Starr, that Region
5, Local 249 and V-CAP have taken the
unusual move of endorsing a candidate in the June 18 mayoral election.
“I have a proven track record of
getting things done and doing what
I say I will do,” Justus told Local 249
members at the May union meeting,

“even if that means it’s not the popular
thing to do. My experience serving in
Jefferson City and in City Hall separates
me from my opponent in the General
Election. With that experience comes
statewide relationships that prove vital
in making public policy.”
Here in Missouri, Starr told Local
249 members, working families are
faced with a governor and state legislature that are doing everything in their
power to weaken unions in order to
lower wages and benefits and weaken
safety regulations.
It’s critical, said Starr, for our members to back candidates who stand
shoulder to shoulder with working
people.
“We don’t have to guess where Jolie Justus stands,” says Starr. “We know.
She stood with us when times were
hard. When our jobs were in danger.
That’s why we are backing her now.”
Activists with Local 249’s V-CAP
Committee are going door to door and
making calls during the final weeks of
the campaign to help get out the vote
for Justus, says CAP Chair and Recording Secretary Shirley Mata.

